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August 2021  
 “To provide a safe space for beneficiaries to 

   learn new skills and to build confidence”                            

            Lucky Ewe SCIO Constitution 

 

                                                   
                                                                                  
Here we are in August 2021 and as usual much has been happening. Our 
twenty-two lambs, born in April, are ready to leave their mothers, cheese 
has been produced, eaten and enjoyed, our new stock tunnel has been 
erected and, best of all, with the easing of Covid restrictions, many more 
beneficiaries have joined us. 
 

Second Stock Tunnel Erection 

               Preparing the ground              
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Raising the frame    (unfortunately Harrison Ford couldn’t make it)  

                      

Making the milking platform                                        Introducing the ewes 

Our second stock tunnel is used for spreading our newly-scythed grass to dry, woodwork 

projects, making up hay boxes and milking the ewes. 

 

Making hay 

Our new space has 

made a great 

difference. It’s lovely 

to be able to spread 

out, social distance 

when needed and to 

have shelter from the 

elements. 
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Lucky Ewe members and visitors 

gather for our opening.   

         

                                                                                                                                                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                    
Response, Recovery and Resilience  

On July 18th the stock tunnel was 

officially opened. The winner of our 

“name the lamb” competition, 

Euan, cut the ribbon with aplomb. A 

guided tour, refreshments and 

sheep introductions then followed. 

 

                                               

                                   

 Mini Highland cattle? 

No. These are our 

hand-made hay-

squares (or, as they 

say in NE Fife, an 

amuse-bouche). A 

little extra mouthful 

for our lucky sheep in 

winter. 

 

https://www.foundationscotland.org.uk/
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Beneficiary Base 

The easing of Covid 19 restrictions has enabled us to build our beneficiary base; since April 

of this year we have welcomed more interns and established good, working relationships 

with partnerships.  Between April and June, ten interns attended weekly. Our 

beneficiaries comprise pupils from Auchmuty High School and individuals from a variety of 

referrals including CAMHS, a GP, Includem and those in residential care and foster care. 

Going forward into September, we now have eleven placements confirmed and four more 

requests being processed. 

Keeping group numbers low is important to success.  A small group allows us to be 

flexible, to shape activities to suit each individual and to maintain a calm and supportive 

atmosphere. Each period of time spent on the farm is always broken up by dividing up 

we ensure time is set aside for a break to work into short tasks to help maintain focus and 

have a drink and a snack and to socialise. Many of our beneficiaries can feel isolated at 

home or at school and being on the farm gives them a safe place to open up and talk 

freely about themselves. 

Feedback 

Feedback from our interns has been positive. People are very quick to notice how being at 

the farm helps their mental wellbeing.  ‘Being here outside is good /I feel calm/I feel less 

anxious’ are just some of the remarks we hear. There is improvement in physical fitness 

and stamina too with interns now being able to tackle some of the more demanding tasks 

around the farm.  

Two pupils from a school group independently volunteered to continue with their 

placement during the school holidays, arranging with parents to give them a lift to the 

farm. Both appreciate the structure that a work placement brings and obviously enjoyed 

  working here so much they wished to attend in the holidays.

One group was enthusiastic for woodwork and construction so our education officers 

planned a programme to include this. The boys designed planters and then constructed 

them using scraps of wood from the farm. They came across a number of problems in the 

process but worked well as a team to find the answers.   

Another success is our elegant bench for our elegant trustee. 
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Going Forward 

 

                

Seeding plants                                                                               Sharing our space 

 

As we move towards autumn, we hope that we’ll hear news of Lucky Ewe’s community 

asset transfer request. We are working hard to achieve that goal and are heartened by all 

that has been accomplished so far. Funding applications continue apace and our thanks 

again to individual donors and all those who follow us on Facebook. 

 

The following is taken from one of our Lucky Ewe Feedback forms: 

If I could rate my enjoyment I would go for a 11/10. I knew prior to coming to the farm I 

would really enjoy myself as working on a farm is a practical job. I like to be kept on my toes 

and the sheep done exactly that. I learnt some animal care such as how to care for sheep 

and how to handle them to make sure you don’t injure them when moving them. Jen, Jenny 

and Joan really took their time to teach me things I needed to know to work. I really enjoyed 

knowing exactly what I was doing and when to do it. The reason I would recommend to 

others to go to Lucky Ewe farm is because you get a lot of farm working experience, a calm 

therapeutic place to go to. 

 

     Stay Safe                                                       


